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Predicting the fate of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) once they are released in the
environment is essential to evaluate their impacts to ecosystems. Microbial biofilms,
as highly reactive compartments in soils and sediments, have the potential to impose
strong controls on ENPs life cycle in natural settings. However, information regarding
impacts of biofilms toward ENPs environmental fate are not easily accessible, and
such evidences are collected and discussed in this review, in order to identify common
trends and to better constrain the role played by these microbial structures. Biofilms
are reported to exhibit important ENPs accumulation capacities, and short to long-term
ENPs immobilization can thus be expected. Mechanisms that govern such accumulation
and ENPs migration within biofilms depend strongly on electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions, as well as biofilm structural properties, such as density and permeability.
They are a combination of key parameters that include ENPs size and surface properties,
mineral substrate reactivity, ability to develop organic corona around ENPs, or formation
of aggregates within the biofilm thickness. In addition, these microbial structures exhibit
highly reactive microenvironments, and are consequently able to impose major ENPs
transformations such as dissolution, through ligand- or redox-mediated pathways, as
well as passivation or stabilization processes. Interestingly, exposure to toxic ENPs
can even trigger a response from micro-organisms biofilms which has the potential
to strongly modify ENPs speciation. Promising approaches to investigate the role of
microbial biofilms for ENPs cycling in realistic systems are introduced through the
use of mesocosms, medium-size replicated ecosystems that allow to integrate the
complexity of natural settings. Finally, biofilm-mediated nanoparticles synthesis in manimpacted systems is presented. This raises important questions regarding biofilms role
as secondary sources of nanoparticles.
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elements in the environment (Brown, 2001; Templeton et al.,
2001, 2003a). In all subsurface environments where they
can develop, i.e., from soils to several kilometers depth
below the surface, microorganisms tend to form biofilms,
structures in which microorganisms are encased in highly
hydrated 3D-matrix composed of exopolymeric substances (EPS)
(Costerton et al., 1995; Ménez et al., 2012; Flemming and
Wuertz, 2019). The transport limitations attached to these
structures in addition with metabolic activity favor the creation
of microenvironments within the biofilm thickness (Stewart,
2003), which, in association to the high density of functional
groups, confers a very high and specific reactivity at the
mineral/biofilm/solution interface.
While a large amount of studies exists on ENPs toxicity
toward microorganisms and microbial biofilms (Fulaz et al.,
2019b), research focusing on biofilms impacts on ENPs fate in the
environment are scarce and systematic information is not easily
accessible. Herein, we report the current knowledge relative to
controls exerted by microbial biofilms on ENPs transformations
in soils, sediments or sludge systems. A critical analysis of biofilm
organization and reactivity is introduced, as well as a description
of the physical interactions between microbial biofilms and ENPs.
Mechanisms of ENPs dissolution, passivation, and stabilization
when in contact with microbial biofilms, or their EPS matrix,
are thoroughly discussed. Promising strategies based on the
use of mesocosms to investigate biofilms impacts in realistic
dynamic ecosystems are presented. Finally, the generation of
ENPs by biofilms as a defense mechanism when associated with
anthropogenic activities are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Since their generalized synthesis in the late 1980s, the use
and production of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) have grown
steadily (Giese et al., 2018). This specific class of material,
defined as particles with at least one dimension inferior to
100 nm, present an important variety of compositions (both
organic and inorganic), shapes (spheres, rods, nanotubes), sizes,
and functionalized capping agents at their surface (various
types of polymers or inorganic coatings). Attached to their
nanometric dimensions, the unique physico-chemical properties
of ENPs have been widely exploited in numerous fields including
electronics, optics, medicine, cosmetics, energy or informatics
(Auffan et al., 2009; Piccinno et al., 2012). However, the
increasing number of products incorporating ENPs over the
past 20 years (Vance et al., 2015) combined to high production
volumes of approximately 300,000 metric tons per year (Keller
et al., 2013), have raised important concerns regarding the
release of these highly reactive ENPs in the environment, and
subsequently their potential impacts on ecosystems. Keller et al.
(2013) estimated that 63–91% of all produced ENPs were
entering landfills, soil, water, and air annually, either during their
utilization or at the end of life of ENPs-containing products
(Mueller and Nowack, 2008).
Although some studies have recently been able to directly
measure the concentration of ENPs in rivers (Peters et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2020), there are still major technical limitations
to quantify accurately ENPs presence in the environment.
To circumvent these difficulties, material flow models have
been developed in the last years (Mueller and Nowack, 2008;
Gottschalk et al., 2009; Keller et al., 2013) in order to estimate
the flows and sinks of different ENPs types in the environment.
These approaches based on production volumes and, more
recently, time-dependent ENPs release from nano-products
provided estimations of ENPs release in natural systems (Sun
et al., 2016; Wang and Nowack, 2018). Thanks to those
models, landfills, soils and sediments have been identified as
the main environmental compartments acting as sinks for ENPs
(Sun et al., 2016; Wang and Nowack, 2018). However, these
approaches are mostly designed to quantify fluxes entering
environmental and technical compartments and do not provide
any information regarding ENPs fate and impact once in
the environment. The high degree of complexity inherent
to soils and sediments significantly complexifies studies on
ENPs transformations and transport in such environmental
matrices (Levard et al., 2012; Montano et al., 2014; Layet et al.,
2017; Xu, 2018). Rodrigues et al. (2016) listed the principal
factors and processes that control the behavior of ENPs in
those matrices, which are homoaggregation, heteroaggregation
with organic matter (OM), pore straining, oxidation/dissolution
reactions, complexation with OM, and interaction with the
mineral surfaces. In particular, the latter is considered of
first importance when considering metal(loid)s, OM, colloids
and even ENPs cycling in the environment (Brown et al.,
1999). Moreover, the development of a microorganisms-based
coating at the mineral surfaces creates a highly reactive
interface that strongly impacts the fate of toxic and essential
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MICROBIAL BIOFILMS IN NATURAL
SYSTEMS
Occurrence, Structure, and Overall
Reactivity
Bacteria and archaea constitute major phylogenetic groups
with reported concentrations around 107 –1012 cells/g of soils
(Watt et al., 2006), and a total biomass estimated at 77 Gt
C on Earth (Bar-On et al., 2018). They are ubiquitous in all
environments, from subsurface aquatic systems to locations
several kilometers deep in the lithosphere. In most cases, soil
microorganisms are organized as communities called biofilms,
where microbial cells are encased in a 3-dimensional organic
matrix (Costerton et al., 1987; Flemming and Wuertz, 2019).
However, despite their high occurrence in soils, biofilms are
mostly concentrated in small scale microhabitats that encompass
less than 1% of total soil volume (Young et al., 2008). There,
biofilms are found as 2–10 µm thick structures, mainly located
at the surfaces of soil pores (Young et al., 2008; Flemming
and Wuertz, 2019). The resulting microbial hotspots and high
cell densities (Kuzyakov and Blagodatskaya, 2015; Nunan,
2017) are correlated to specific reactive microenvironments
(Figure 1), which are associated with either metabolic
activities or to the specific organization of these structures
(Kuzyakov and Blagodatskaya, 2015; Nunan, 2017).
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FIGURE 1 | Physico-chemical properties of microbial biofilms. From left to right, existence of gradients in pH and redox conditions with depth; diffusion limited
transport of nutriments, molecules (such as siderophores, enzymes), and metabolites; existence of microenvironments within the biofilm thickness that exhibit
specific physico-chemical conditions (for instance low pH, high siderophore, superoxide, enzymes, or phosphate concentrations) at the local scale.

Indeed, microbial cell walls and membranes are known to
exhibit very elevated specific surface areas, as well as high reactive
site densities (Fein et al., 1998; Borrok et al., 2005). For bacteria,
the overall surface charge is usually reported to originate from
the presence of carboxyl moieties (pKa in the range 3–4.5)
and phosphoryl groups (pKa in the range 7–8), both functions
that exhibit a negative charge when deprotonated, as well as
positively charged amino groups at neutral pH (pKa in the range
8–11). In addition, some recent studies highlighted a strong
affinity of thiol groups toward soft metals (e.g., Hg, Cd), despite
their lower density at the cell surfaces in comparison to other
functional sites (Yu et al., 2014; Mishra et al., 2017). In general,
the external surface charge of microbes exposed to the solution
is dominated by negatively charged groups, with reported
electrophoretic mobilities for bacteria suspensions generally
negative at pH higher than 3 (Ha et al., 2010). Moreover, to create
and maintain biofilms, microbial cells secrete an exopolymeric
matrix (EPS), which in turns provides additional functional
sites, mostly negatively charged (Tourney and Ngwenya, 2014),
and confers specific density and permeability properties to the
whole structure. Thus, biofilms and their EPS matrix as well as
the substrate where they are attached to, can act as competing
sorbents in all natural systems and are considered a major driver
for various environmental processes such as metal(loid)s cycling
(Ha et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2016a,b). As such, biofilms play a
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relevant role in metals and metalloids cycling, and are therefore
of first importance from an environmental perspective.

Microenvironments Within Biofilm
Thickness
Biofilms structure is intrinsically highly complex, and has been
thoroughly investigated, especially in the context of biomedical
applications (Costerton et al., 1999; Donlan, 2002). Their
organization is highly variable, depending on the strain, growth
condition, or even the substrate type on which these colonies
develop (Sutherland, 2001). Microbial biofilm matrices are
described as gel-like structures surrounding a high density of
cells, where the diffusion of chemical elements is limited by
the low porosity and permeability of the system (Warren and
Haack, 2001). Consequently, because of their metabolic activities,
microorganisms within these structures create and maintain
micro-environments that are intrinsically different from the
surrounding bulk solution (Figure 1). As a result, they impose
concentration gradients for organic or inorganic compounds
such as phosphate (Couasnon et al., 2019), enzymes or EPS
(Flemming and Wingender, 2010), as well as physico-chemical
gradients (pH, Eh, pO2 . . .) (Hunter and Beveridge, 2005;
Hidalgo et al., 2009). For instance, Pseudomonas fluorescens WCS
365 biofilms were reported to exhibit low pH regions (down to
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site densities of cells and EPS. As a result, biofilms are frequently
regarded as filters or even sinks for a variety of inorganic,
organic and biological components (Ikuma et al., 2015). Actually,
their sequestration capacity has been extensively studied for
metal(loid)s by Templeton et al. (2003b) and Wang et al. (2016a;
2016b), that identified biofilms as accumulative compartments in
the environment. Similarly, a large variety of ENPs are trapped
in significant amounts by biofilms (Battin et al., 2009; Burns
et al., 2013; Avellan et al., 2018). It was also observed in column
transport experiments where retention of ENPs increases in
presence of these microbial structures: latex NPs and CdSe/ZnS
quantum dots (QDs) (Tripathi et al., 2012), zerovalent Fe-NPs
(Lerner et al., 2012; Crampon et al., 2018), nano-ZnO (Jiang et al.,
2013), biogenic nano-Se (Wang et al., 2019), nano-Ag (Xiao and
Wiesner, 2013). This increased retention in column experiments
is generally explained by changes in roughness, surface charge
and hydrophobicity at the surface of aquifer grains (Donlan,
2002; Kurlanda-Witek et al., 2015) in addition to the intrinsic
accumulation properties of these microbial structures.
In addition, a mesocosm-based study showed that microbial
biofilms constituted the biggest NPs accumulation reservoir on a
per mass basis for gold nanorods (Ferry et al., 2009). However,
the reported degree of accumulation is variable, depending on
the biofilm and ENPs types as well as parameters such as
ENPs concentration, pH or presence of organic ligands. NanoCeO2 accumulation in P. fluorescens biofilms and Mycobacterium
smegmatis biofilms were estimated at approximately 20 and 50%
respectively, for initial concentration ranging between 5 and
30 mg.L−1 (Jing et al., 2014). Multi-species biofilms seem to
be more efficient nano-Ag accumulators compared to singlespecies biofilms, suggesting that higher structural heterogeneity
and density in multi-species biofilm are important parameters
for ENPs trapping (Walden and Zhang, 2018). Shewanella
oneidensis MR1 biofilms exposed to 31.22 µg nano-Ag exhibit
an accumulation extent of 1.7% at pH 7 (Desmau et al., 2018),
while Pseudomonas putida exposed to 22.8 µg nano-Ag has
an accumulation level of 0.4% at pH 7.5, and 5.3% at pH 6.0
(Fabrega et al., 2009). Interestingly, accumulation in P. putida
biofilms becomes largely predominant when going to low ENPs
concentrations, relevant to most expected concentrations in
environmental systems (Gottschalk et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2016),
reaching levels as high as 93% for an exposure to 20 µg.L−1 (total
2.28 µg) nano-Ag (Fabrega et al., 2009).
Regarding ENPs accumulation kinetics, a pseudo-first order
was used to model adsorption and desorption rate of nanoCeO2 onto bacteria biofilms (Jing et al., 2014). Usually,
interactions between ENPs and biofilms are reported as being
fast, occurring in less than 30 min (Jing et al., 2014; Walden
and Zhang, 2018). However, in some studies, the evolution
at longer times varies among different experimental systems,
either quickly reaching an apparent steady-state (Jing et al.,
2014), or experiencing a continuous accumulation and ENPs
migration at the mineral/biofilm/solution interface over 24 h
(Desmau et al., 2018). A decrease in accumulation rate was
also reported for nano-Fe3 O4 , with a maximum accumulation
of 17% reached after 5 h of exposure, dropping to 0.5% after
24 h, potentially due to cells detachment (Herrling et al., 2016).

pH 5.1) in cells clusters located at the inner-core of microcolonies,
which gradually evolved to neutral pH in vicinity of the bulk
solution at the biofilm surface (Fulaz et al., 2019a). These pH
variations within relatively short spatial scales could be explained
by the fast production of metabolic residues combined with a
limited solute transfer through the EPS matrix, resulting in a local
accumulation of acidic by-products (Fulaz et al., 2019a). Multispecies biofilms, presenting an array of different metabolisms,
could generate more acidic by-products under oxygen-limiting
conditions compared to single-species biofilms, resulting in lower
minimal pH values, reported between 4 and 5 for multi-species
oral biofilms (Schlafer et al., 2018). In addition, extracellular
medium within biofilms can be considered as an external
digestive system, where extracellular enzymes are in close vicinity
with cells, and can thus metabolize dissolved, colloidal and
solid biopolymers (Flemming and Wingender, 2010). These
physico-chemical modifications at the local scale in biofilms’
micro-environments constitute a key parameter regarding their
reactivity, and they are known to impact the metal(loid)s cycling
in environmental systems. For instance, numerous evidences
point out the major control microbial communities exert on
mineral and rock weathering. As such, a 20-fold increase in
dissolution rates is reported for soil bacteria (Kalinowski et al.,
2000), and up to 2 orders of magnitude for groundwater
bacteria (Barker and Banfield, 1998). Local acidification as well as
siderophore, organic acids, and metabolites produced in vicinity
of microorganisms are usually invoked to explain this increase
in weathering rates when microbial communities are present
(Dehner et al., 2010; Gadd, 2010).
However, local physico-chemical conditions and the nature
of gradients imposed, as well as metal(loid)s dynamic in
biofilms, remain poorly understood and certainly need further
investigation. It can be expected that the improvement of existing
techniques to accurately probe specific patterns in biofilm
microenvironments, such as confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM), will allow a better characterization and more precise
description of the mechanisms of metal(loid)s dynamic in
biofilms. Understanding these processes is particularly relevant
in the case of ENPs that are potentially very sensitive to physicochemical gradients. For example, these microbial structures can
drive ENPs dissolution under low pH or high complexing ligands
concentrations (ligand-assisted dissolution) but can also stabilize
ENPs surfaces. Conversely, biofilms are also able to impose local
oversaturations relative to mineral phases (Finlay et al., 1999;
Templeton et al., 2003b; Nancharaiah et al., 2010; Couasnon
et al., 2019), that were kept undersaturated in the overlying bulk
solution, resulting in the formation of incidental NPs. As a result,
biofilms may constitute an important accumulator for ENPs or
a source of incidental NPs that can strongly impact their fate
through a number of bio-physico-chemical processes that will be
discussed in this review.

Biofilms: Important Environmental
Accumulators
As stated previously, biofilms have a 3-dimensional organization
which is close to a gel-like structure, and exhibit high reactive
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Nevertheless, accumulation trends over longer time periods, on
the order of months, remain mostly unexplored despite their high
environmental importance.
The significant accumulation of ENPs in biofilms raises the
question of considering biofilms as a potential secondary source
for ENPs in other environmental compartments (Walden and
Zhang, 2018). In soils, if biofilms are temporarily exposed to
high ENPs concentrations on short time periods, they are likely
to accumulate these objects to a relatively high extent. Then,
biofilms could gradually release ENPs, or ENPs products of
degradation, in ENPs-free pore waters. This process, potentially
important when considering ENPs spreading in the environment
on the longer term, specifically regarding their mobility and
their associated toxicity to ecosystems, has remained largely
overlooked up to now.
FIGURE 2 | Parameters controlling ENPs migration within biofilms. From left
to right, biofilm density and permeability that can limit access to the deepest
layers; aggregation state and size of ENPs; ENPs surface charge that controls
associations with the biofilm matrix (EPS and cells) through electrostatic and
hydrophobic interactions, with for instance positively charged ENPs that tend
to interact strongly with the negatively charged biofilm matrix; complexation of
ENPs with the mineral substrate surface that partly drives ENPs transport
through the biofilm thickness.

ENPs RETENTION AND MIGRATION
MECHANISMS WITHIN BIOFILMS
Retention properties imposed by biofilms are critical when
evaluating the environmental fate of ENPs. As a result, several
reviews specifically report the types of interactions existing
between ENPs and these microbial structures (Ikuma et al.,
2015; Joo and Aggarwal, 2018; Walden and Zhang, 2018).
Ikuma et al. (2015) provide an extensive description of such
interactions following a three-step process: (1) ENPs transport
to the vicinity of the biofilm, (2) ENPs attachment to the
biofilm surface, (3) migration within the biofilm thickness. For
the authors, if ENPs transport to the biofilm and its initial
attachment are relatively well-documented, they point out the
lack of comprehensive understanding regarding the processes
that govern ENPs migration within biofilms. However, this
last factor is absolutely essential since it determines to a large
extent the retention properties imposed by biofilms, and is thus
partly responsible for ENPs behavior in natural systems. As a
result, the identified key parameters that control the migration
and retention of ENPs within biofilm structures are reported
here (Figure 2).

density variations in the biofilm, channel sections, but also ENPs
size constitute critical factors, associated to size exclusion and
diffusion limited processes (Golmohamadi et al., 2013).
For instance, when using silica NPs sensors as stains to
generate high-resolution maps of Escherichia coli biofilms, only
the smallest 10 nm diameter particles allowed to access fine
details in biofilm structure, while 70 and 30 nm only displayed
a limited access to this 3-dimensional organization (Hidalgo
et al., 2009). Also, relative self-diffusion coefficients of 2 and
10 nm nano-Ag was shown to decrease exponentially with
the square of the radius of the ENPs (Peulen and Wilkinson,
2011). This size effect as a control of diffusion was critical
for nano-Ag interacting with biofilm, when investigating their
migration through a S. oneidensis MR1 biofilm (Desmau et al.,
2018). Actually, it is recognized that ENPs penetration is
more efficient in less dense biofilms, or biofilm parts, since
they exhibit higher pore space more readily accessible (Peulen
and Wilkinson, 2011; Joo and Aggarwal, 2018). Similarly,
more mature biofilms, usually displaying elevated structural
densities, are expected to lower ENPs penetration (Mitzel and
Tufenkji, 2014). However, there are evidence that ENPs tend to
accumulate preferentially in dense rather than loosely attached
biofilms (Peulen and Wilkinson, 2011), with higher structural
heterogeneity and density being critical parameters for ENPs
accumulation (Walden and Zhang, 2018). This may be explained
by the fact that denser biofilms exhibit a more developed
extracellular matrix (EPS) that fills the spaces between cells,
composed of polysaccharides, proteins and other molecules,
either hydrophilic or hydrophobic. As a result, dense biofilms
are likely to display higher reactive site densities, enabling more
efficient interactions with ENPs through electrostatic or chemical
bonding in addition to steric immobilization, leading to strong
ENPs trapping. On the contrary, if ENPs transport is favored in

Biofilm Structural Properties and Effect
on Size-Dependent ENPs Transport
Porosity and permeability of biofilms constitute major
parameters for ENPs migration since they govern any solute
transport within the structure. As such, ENPs diffusion
coefficients are calculated to be much smaller (up to 50 times)
than the values in aqueous solutions for a variety of model
NPs (Au-, Ti-, latex-, and silicone-based NPs) and biofilms
(P. fluorescens, Lactococcus lactis, Stenotrophonas maltophilia)
(Guiot et al., 2002; Golmohamadi et al., 2013). Porosity and
permeability are linked to the type, composition, thickness,
age and roughness of the biofilm (Joo and Aggarwal, 2018).
In more details, the presence of water channels, submitted to
advective transport and simple diffusion, as well as smaller
pores and conduits (Costerton et al., 1995) constitute the
template that could allow the migration of ENPs at the
mineral/biofilm/solution interface. In that case, the overall
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migration within the biofilm thickness (Habimana et al.,
2011; Xiao and Wiesner, 2013; Mitzel et al., 2016). This
property is likely to be related to the existence of hydrophobic
domains in biofilms (Aldeek et al., 2011; Jian-Zhou et al.,
2015; Flemming et al., 2016), such as protein-rich zones for
some microbial consortia (Xiao and Wiesner, 2013). Also,
an increase in ENPs coating hydrophobicity could favor
retention (Lerner et al., 2012). Li et al. (2015). reported
distinct localization for hydrophobic and hydrophilic QDs
throughout E. coli biofilms, with hydrophobic particles being
more homogeneously distributed than hydrophilic ones. This
example illustrates that dynamics of ENPs partitioning within
different domains of biofilms can be, at least partly, impacted by
hydrophobic interactions.

loose biofilms, a significant part of trapped ENPs is also submitted
to advective transport out of the biofilm, thus disabling long
term sequestration.

Electrostatic and Hydrophobic
Interactions
Effect of Surface Properties of ENPs on ENPs-Biofilm
Interactions
Interactions between ENPs and biofilms are usually described
as governed by electrostatic and hydrophobic factors (Fulaz
et al., 2019b). In this regard, a critical parameter to understand
ENPs-biofilm interactions is surface properties of ENPs, such
as hydrophobicity or type of coatings, and more specifically
surface charge. The importance of the ENPs surface properties
was demonstrated for different types of ENPs, (un)coated or
with various capping agents. The uncoated ENPs showed a
much higher retention compared to the coated ones (Li et al.,
2013). The significantly higher attachment to Pseudomonas
aeruginosa biofilms, for sulfate-functionalized model NPs
compared to their carboxylated counterparts, illustrates how
surface chemistry and NPs functionalization is an important
parameter (Tripathi et al., 2012).
As noted earlier (cf. section “Occurrence, Structure, and
Overall Reactivity”), microbial biofilms exhibit an overall
negative charge (Ha et al., 2010; Tourney and Ngwenya, 2014).
Based on electrostatic considerations, interactions with positively
charged ENPs are thus expected to be favored, while ENPs of
negative charge should only poorly interact with the biofilm. This
general trend is globally observed in many ENPs-biofilms systems
(Peulen and Wilkinson, 2011; Lerner et al., 2012; Ikuma et al.,
2014, 2015; Dzumedzey et al., 2017; Crampon et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2019). Interestingly, electrostatic repulsion energy is also
size dependent and is reported to be roughly proportional to the
particle’s surface area. For instance, 70 nm particles are submitted
to approximately a 50-fold increase in repulsion compared to
10 nm particles (Hidalgo et al., 2009). Functionalized QDs
(Cdse/ZnS) of cationic charge were shown to fully penetrate into
E. coli biofilms, while neutral and anionic QDs did not efficiently
accumulate in the structure (Li et al., 2015). Similarly, a low
retention of negatively charged nano-Ag [polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) coating] onto P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms was explained
as the result of repulsive electrostatic forces (Mitzel and Tufenkji,
2014). Noticeably, although electrostatic interactions constituted
a critical parameter in numerous studies, they could reveal to
be inadequate to describe ENPs-biofilm interactions in some
systems (Peulen and Wilkinson, 2011; Golmohamadi et al., 2013).
Indeed, this electrostatic attraction or repulsion rule is not always
accurate, and negatively charged ENPs have been shown to
interact with biofilms despite their general negative charge (Tong
et al., 2010; Tripathi et al., 2012; Desmau et al., 2018). This
could be related to local positive charges or domains, e.g., the
presence of positive functional moieties such as amino groups
(Ha et al., 2010), or due to other attraction forces (attraction
from the mineral surface, chemical binding and stabilization,
hydrophobicity, advective transport).
In addition, ENPs hydrophobicity constitutes also an
important parameter for their sequestration and subsequent
Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org

Effect of Biofilm and Corona-Formation on ENPs
Aggregation
Aggregation state, which is related to ENPs surface properties,
is a critical factor affecting ENPs’ reactivity, such as their
penetration capacities in biofilms (Wirth et al., 2012). Indeed,
nano-Ag were found to aggregate when exposed to E. coli,
with an increase in average particle size by a factor of 40 in
biofilms, and only by a factor of 15 for planktonic cells (Choi
et al., 2010). Given the size of the aggregates, it is expected
that aggregated ENPs will experience lower penetration and
interaction with the biofilm (Peulen and Wilkinson, 2011).
Within biofilm thickness, the presence of microenvironments
is likely to modify the overall ENPs reactivity, and thus, their
aggregation (Figure 3). For instance, nano-Ag suspensions are
efficiently stabilized by EPS at low Ca(NO3 )2 concentrations
while at higher Ca(NO3 )2 concentrations, the formation of
EPS intermolecular bridging favors the connection of EPScaped nano-Ag together (Fernando et al., 2020). The corona
formation process, which consists in the association of organic
(bio)molecules, natural OM or EPS to the ENPs surface
(Navarro et al., 2009; Ikuma et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2016;
Ouyang et al., 2017), plays an important role in controlling
ENPs aggregation by modifying the colloidal stability of the
nanoparticles, and in turn their interactions properties with
biofilms (Fabrega et al., 2009). This corona formation is likely
to happen within the biofilm itself, given the existence of
microenvironments along the biofilm thickness (cf. section
“Occurrence, Structure, and Overall Reactivity”), that may locally
expose ENPs to high concentrations of organic molecules (EPS,
biopolymers, metabolic residues). The formation of an EPS
coating layer surrounding the ENPs (Khan et al., 2011b),
is reported to increase the ENPs hydrodynamic diameter
(Kroll et al., 2014) but also to decrease the ENPs rate of
aggregation (Khan et al., 2011a; Adeleye et al., 2014; Kroll
et al., 2014; Miao et al., 2015; Wang and Nowack, 2018),
In addition, the electrostatic repulsion between ENPs can be
favored when the surface charge is becoming more negative
in presence of EPS (Khan et al., 2011a; Wang and Nowack,
2018). Steric repulsions and hydrophobic interactions also need
to be considered regarding the aggregation rate of ENPs in
presence of EPS (Lin et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2019). One of the
main consequences of the ENPs stabilization in presence of EPS
6
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FIGURE 3 | Examples of processes associated to ENPs transformations and aggregation. From left to right, aggregation mediated by the formation, in the biofilm
matrix, of an organic corona, that modifies ENPs surface properties and promotes interactions between ENPs; ligand-mediated dissolution involving the presence of
highly complexing ligands (such as siderophores) that complex free metals in solution and thus promotes ENPs dissolution; passivation of silver NPs in vicinity of
sulfato-reducing bacteria (SRB) that increase locally HS- concentrations, and favors sulfidation processes at the ENPs surface; ENPs stabilization through the
formation of an organic corona that isolates ENPs from the surrounding solution thus limiting dissolution processes.

with biofilms can be expected for some specific conditions, but
such mechanism remains today largely overlooked.

would be the favored transport of ENPs in aquatic environments
(Wang and Nowack, 2018).
The presence of functional groups in EPS, their composition
(protein, carboxylate, polysaccharide, and lipid contents) and
concentration will also strongly condition the interactions with
ENPs (Adeleye and Keller, 2016; Xu et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,
2016; Morelli et al., 2018; Wang and Nowack, 2018; Fernando
et al., 2020). As such, investigations were conducted on the
stabilization potential of three EPS types, soluble, loosely bound,
and tightly bound EPS, characterized by different protein to
polysaccharide ratio (Fernando et al., 2020). All three EPStypes were found to prevent nano-Ag aggregation, but loosely
bound EPS were the most efficient, due to its lower content
in hydrophilic dissolved OM. In addition, EPS hydrophobic
properties can be important when considering sorption at ENPs
surfaces (Wei et al., 2019).
Noticeably, EPS composition is strongly determined by the
type of microorganisms considered (Sutherland, 2001; Flemming
and Wingender, 2010), and conditions in which they develop. As
a result, dynamic changes in ENPs reactivity when interacting

Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org

Mineral Substrate Reactivity
Mineral surfaces are known to exhibit strong complexing
capacities toward metal(loid)s and organic matter in most
ecosystems (Brown et al., 1999). In soils, they can serve as
substrates on which biofilms develop, but doing so, they maintain
their high complexing capacities despite the overlying microbial
community, as reported for different mineral/biofilm/solution
interfaces (Templeton et al., 2001, 2003a,b; Wang et al., 2016a,b).
In these studies, focused on the partitioning of metal(loid)s at the
mineral/biofilm/solution interface, mineral substrates constitute
a strong complexing compartment able to drive the dynamics
of free metal transport within the whole interface, biofilm
included. Regarding ENPs, a study by Desmau et al. (2018) on
S. oneidensis MR1 biofilms exposed to nano-Ag shows that the
mineral surface remains highly reactive and tends to accumulate
negatively charged ENPs (PVP coated nano-Ag). As a result,
the ENPs dynamics of accumulation and further transport at
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Ligand-Mediated Dissolution

the mineral/biofilm/solution interface are strongly driven by
the mineral surface. However, in most studies the reactivity of
the mineral substrate was poorly or not considered and future
research will need to elucidate its role.

In microbial biofilms, the high reactive site densities result
from the association of numerous functional sites present on
the cell walls of microorganisms (Ngwenya et al., 2003; Borrok
et al., 2004a,b, 2005), and on the EPS matrix (Ha et al., 2010;
Tourney and Ngwenya, 2014). Regarding microbial surfaces,
the compilation of several studies on Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria in planktonic suspension reported functional
sites densities in the range of 4.5 ± 0.8.10−3 mol.g−1 (dry weight)
(Yee and Fein, 2001). On the other hand, EPS reactivity is a
function of the types of molecules included in their compositions,
such as their polysaccharides/proteins ratio. Regarding ENPs
forced dissolution, the high sites density in biofilms, cell walls
and EPS included, tends to complex metal(loid)s to high extent
(Tourney and Ngwenya, 2014; Wang et al., 2016a,b), resulting in
a decrease in local concentrations of free metal(loid)s in solution
within the biofilm matrix. In order to restore thermodynamics
equilibria, ENPs will in turn dissolve and release free metal(loid)s
(Bian et al., 2011; Wirth et al., 2012). If the density of complexing
sites is in high excess, ENPs total dissolution could thus be
expected. This process can be facilitated by formation of strong
metal-organic complexes at the ENPs surface that weakens metaloxygen bonds.
Focusing specifically on EPS reactivity in absence of biofilm,
Adeleye et al. (2014) noted a more important dissolution of
nano-CuO in presence of EPS after 90 days compared to EPSfree control. By extension, the EPS role is likely to be critical
when investigating biofilm impact reactivity. As a result, EPS
are considered by many authors a reasonably good analog to
evaluate the biofilm impact onto ENPs fate (Tong et al., 2010;
Jiang et al., 2013). However, it must be noted that since cells
metabolic activity constitutes also an important part of the
biofilms’ reactivity, which in association with their specific 3dimensional structure that creates microenvironments, is likely
to strongly impact the ENPs fate in the environment.
The extracellular matrix is known to contain enzymes
and other proteins secreted by living cells in the biofilm,
leading to the notion of “external digestion system” that partly
controls organic molecules and polymers degradation, as well as
certain extracellular redox process (Flemming and Wingender,
2010, Flemming et al., 2016). As a result, degradation of
organic polymers that coat (and protect in a certain way)
functionalized ENPs may arise from exposure to such enzymes
(Ikuma et al., 2015). Interestingly, the type of capping agents
constitutes an important factor regarding dissolution rate
(Mitrano et al., 2014). Siderophores, metal-complexing molecules
of high affinity, are also produced by bacteria in biofilms
(Visca et al., 2007; Saha et al., 2013). Siderophore production
by bacteria, including the ligands catecholate, hydroxamate,
and carboxylate, is extensively reviewed (Springer and Butler,
2016; Albelda-Berenguer et al., 2019), and present the central
role of this class of molecules for metal scavenging. Other
highly complexing ligands are also secreted by bacteria, such
as cysteine-containing molecules and glutathione that exhibit
thiol groups of high affinity toward soft metals (Brown et al.,
2006; Mugerfeld et al., 2009). Oxalic acid (Palmieri et al., 2019)
produced by P. fluorescens (Hamel et al., 1999) or Burkholderia

ENPs CHEMICAL TRANSFORMATIONS
IN BIOFILMS
As previously discussed (cf. section “ENPs Retention and
Migration Mechanisms Within Biofilms”), ENPs fate in natural
systems is strongly controlled by retention mechanisms imposed
by microbial biofilms. To this perspective, another critical factor
that needs to be considered is the transformation that ENPs
can undergo when in contact with these biological structures
(Holden et al., 2016). At a first approximation, ENPs potential
for speciation changes could be considered similar to that of free
metals that are subjected to strong chemical modifications in
biofilms (Templeton et al., 2003a; Couasnon et al., 2019). It is thus
likely that ENPs experience similar transformations, driven by
the high reactivity of local microenvironments and the important
functional sites density spread within the biofilm thickness.
Dissolution and stabilization by surface passivation are
reported here as the main processes able to drastically modify
ENPs speciation (Figure 3). In addition, response to toxic stress
from cells caused by ENPs exposure is discussed since the related
processes are potentially impacting their environmental life cycle.

Dissolution
Toxicity of various ENPs comes from their dissolution and the
subsequent exposure of organisms to free metals. This toxic
pathway is usually evoked for known soluble ENPs such as nanoAg or nano-ZnO (Franklin et al., 2007; Xia et al., 2008; Auffan
et al., 2009; Gelabert et al., 2015; Le Ouay and Stellacci, 2015).
In that case, ENPs in close vicinity of bacteria cell walls become
a continuous source of novel metal species through dissolution
processes. This can result in high concentrations of toxic ions
and cause toxicity to the bacteria (Slavin et al., 2017). The extent
of dissolution and the associated kinetics generally depend on
the size, shape, surface characteristics of the ENPs, as well as
the solvent properties (pH, ionic strength, presence of ligands),
and is well-documented even in complex matrices (Gelabert
et al., 2014; Sivry et al., 2014). In natural systems, dissolution
kinetics can be largely enhanced in contact with highly reactive
environmental compartments, such as biofilms. Even NPs known
as stable could be submitted to dissolution. As such, some
studies report a significant ENPs dissolution when in contact
with microbial biofilms (Wirth et al., 2012; Gil-Allué et al., 2015;
Avellan et al., 2018; Wang and Nowack, 2018; Alizadeh et al.,
2019; McGivney et al., 2019).
Even if the associated processes remain poorly documented,
two main factors are likely to be responsible for ENPs dissolution
in microbial biofilms: (i) the high density of reactive ligands in
these bio-structures favoring ligand assisted dissolution, and (ii)
the strong redox activities of microorganisms. These dissolution
processes are certainly favored in biofilm microenvironments
that exhibit specific physico-chemical properties at the local scale.
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glumae (Nakata and He, 2010) were also reported. Presence of
complexing ligands such as siderophores is frequently invoked
when considering mineral dissolution mediated by bacteria, and
can be extended to ENPs, with ligand-promoted dissolution
kinetics being higher than proton-promoted dissolution above
pH 4 (Kraemer, 2004; Reichard et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2015).
The biofilm structure is known to induce microenvironments
formation (cf. section “Microenvironments Within Biofilm
Thickness”), that are able to strongly impact local
thermodynamics equilibria and favor both ligand-mediated
and redox-mediated dissolution. Existence of gradients in pH or
redox state are both reported, and take place at very short spatial
scales within the biofilm structure (Yu and Bishop, 2001; Billings
et al., 2015; Flemming et al., 2016; Kataky and Knowles, 2018).
However, despite their importance, the nature and properties
of such microenvironments are still poorly known regarding
ligands or metal(loid)s concentrations, even if few studies
suggest strong and dynamic changes in local physico-chemical
conditions (Couasnon et al., 2019). Nonetheless, it can be
anticipated that these “hot spots” of high reactivity exhibit low
pHs, important redox changes, and locally concentrate to high
extent siderophores and other complexing ligands as well as
enzymes. Since metal-based ENPs dissolution is usually favored
at low pH (Bian et al., 2011; Han et al., 2016) and in the presence
of high affinity complexing molecules (cf. section “LigandMediated Dissolution”), it is likely that microenvironments
strongly impact ENPs dissolution.

with associated mechanism involving either direct contact
between the NPs and bacteria surface or liberation of electron
shuttle molecules in the extracellular medium (Thill et al., 2006).
It is also proposed that light-induced production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) at the EPS surface can also play a role
for ENPs dissolution through oxidation of Ce(III) to Ce(IV)
in solution, lowering the concentration of dissolved Ce(III)
(Kroll et al., 2014).

ENPs Surface Passivation
Biofilms can favor ENPs dissolution as discussed above but
can also induce surface passivation through either (i) chemical
transformation of the surface to a more thermodynamically stable
phase, or (ii) formation of a corona shell that will limit surface
interactions with the surrounding environment.
Passivation of ENPs surface through phase transformation,
lowering their reactivity and solubility, is observed when in
contact with biofilm and microorganisms. For instance, in
anaerobic conditions, typically at the bottom of biofilms, sulfatereducing bacteria can reduce sulfate to bisulfide (HS− ) which is
in turn able to promote nano-Ag sulfidation at the surface of the
NPs (Levard et al., 2011, 2013). Such sulfidation is reported in
water resource recovery facilities biofilms (Alizadeh et al., 2019),
with the creation of such an Ag2 S passivation layer at the surface
of nano-Ag that reduces the NP solubility, and consequently its
toxicity (Levard et al., 2013).
Organic polymers originally present as coatings on ENPs can
also be destabilized in the biofilm thickness by ligand exchange
processes involving EPS molecules, with strong consequences on
ENPs stability. Although the adsorption of EPS to the surface
of ENPs can favor their dissolution or their aggregation, as
presented previously, they may also promote their passivation.
This depends on the type of EPS and complexing ligands
considered, their charge and hydrophobic properties, as well
as the mode of interaction with ENPs. Strong metal-organic
complexes at the ENPs surface are expected to lower the strength
of surrounding metal-oxygen bonds thus favoring dissolution,
while weaker EPS interactions with ENPs can drastically modify
ENPs surface properties, and potentially promote aggregation
depending on local physico-chemical conditions (through
intermolecular bridging for instance). Finally, ENPs enhanced
passivation takes place when the organic corona formed by
EPS either isolates ENPs from the surrounding solution, thus
disabling their dissolution, or promotes repulsion among ENPs,
lowering their aggregation.

Redox-Mediated Dissolution
As a second factor, many microorganisms are known to
exhibit strong redox activities, thoroughly reported in numerous
studies, as for Acidothiobacillus ferrooxidans which is able to
oxidize sulfur species by direct contact or indirect mechanisms
(Monachon et al., 2019). Generally, microorganisms in biofilms
secrete a high variety of redox-active molecules associated to the
EPS matrix (Tourney and Ngwenya, 2014), and some studies
propose that some types of EPS could be electron shuttles in
biofilms. Production of riboflavin or c-type cytochrome (Xiao
et al., 2017; Kataky and Knowles, 2018), and cyanide residues
(Avellan et al., 2018) have been reported. Also, the production
of extracellular superoxide, a reactive oxygen species, has been
reported for an important variety of microorganisms such as
Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Gammaproteobacteria,
and Alphaproteobacteria (Diaz et al., 2013). As a result, the
collection of redox-active molecules in the extracellular matrix
is also likely to play an important role for dissolution of redoxsensitive ENPs, such as nano-CeO2 , nano-Ag or nano-Au, in
microbial biofilms.
For instance, Nano-Au are thought to remain inert in
abiotic conditions. However, presence of soil bacterium
Chromobacterium violaceum, that produces cyanide residues,
is able to provoke oxidative dissolution of nano-Au (McGivney
et al., 2019). Similarly, nano-Au was shown to dissolve in contact
with freshwater macrophyte biofilm through oxidation processes
involving cyanide release (Avellan et al., 2018). Nano-CeO2
exposed to wastewater biofilm experience higher dissolution
rates, following Ce(IV) reduction (Wang and Nowack, 2018),
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Cellular Toxicity Response as a Strong
Modifier of ENPs Speciation
ENPs toxicity to biofilm cells is clearly related to the penetration
of these particles and the effectiveness of interaction with
microbial cells. As a result, several studies linked ENPs toxicity
to biofilm physico-chemical properties such as thickness or
roughness (Thuptimdang et al., 2017). Actually, bacteria encased
in biofilms structures are usually reported as more resistant to
toxic substances than the corresponding planktonic analogs, and
a significant amount of studies and reviews exist that discuss this
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Te nanorods for P. aeruginosa (Mohanty et al., 2014, 2015).
In bacterial communities, the activity of key extracellular
enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase and ß-glucosidase was
also restrained by the combined exposure to nano-TiO2 and
Cu (Fan et al., 2016) or polystyrene NPs (Awet et al., 2018).
However, denitrification enzyme activity and respiration were
shown to increase after addition of nano-TiO2 (Ozaki et al.,
2016). Importantly, a common metal-resistance mechanism
by bacteria, such as S. oneidensis, to resist oxidative stress
is the production of enzymes containing cysteine residues
and glutathione (Brown et al., 2006; Mugerfeld et al., 2009),
molecules that usually exhibit high affinities toward soft metals
and could thus promote ligand-mediated dissolution for ENPs
containing such metals.
Regarding specific impacts on EPS matrix, several studies
report the extracellular production of molecules by microbes
exposed to ENPs (Maurer-Jones et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2018a,b,
2019). Particularly, the formation of more compacted biofilms
and higher active site densities was observed, following a
significant increase in EPS production after exposure to ENPs
(Hou et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018; Miao
et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2018a,b, 2019). Interestingly, this
increased EPS production is thought to reduce cells damage
(Hessler et al., 2012), particularly when most metal-bearing
ENPs are known to produce ROS at their surface (Nel et al.,
2006) which promotes oxidative stress at the cellular level.
However, a denser and more functionalized EPS matrix provides
more attachment sites to ENPs, thus drastically limiting their
interactions with cell membranes and thus lowering exposure to
ROS (Joshi et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2016). Concurrently, even
ROS generation at the ENPs surface is reported to be lowered
in presence of an EPS coating, potentially due to a limited
contact between NPs inorganic surface and solution (Hessler
et al., 2012). However, if ENPs toxicity is too high, structural
damages will occur and biofilms will, on the contrary, tend to get
thinner and less dense.
All these studies show that ENPs can significantly impact
microbial biofilms functioning by inducing changes in EPS
composition and by promoting EPS production. Such changes
can result in more packed biofilms and a significant increase in
active site densities, simultaneously promoting ENPs trapping
and an increased dissolution of metallic ENPs due to the presence
of higher local concentrations of complexing ligands. Also,
changes in the enzymes production as well as the synthesis of
strong metal complexants such as cysteine residues, or molecules
involved in metal reduction (e.g., flavins and riboflavins),
can drastically govern changes in ENPs speciation through
dissolution processes.

topic (Wirth et al., 2012; Flemming et al., 2016). However, what
is more important regarding the ENPs environmental fate is the
microbial cells response after exposure to NPs, since some of
them are known toxic agents.
Multi-species communities exposed to ENPs may experience
important changes in microbial consortium structure with
significant evolutions in microbial diversity (Binh et al., 2014,
2016; Echavarri-Bravo et al., 2015; Jomini et al., 2015; Tang
et al., 2017; Miao et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2018a,b, 2019). These
remodeling of microbial consortia can potentially modify the
types of metabolisms expressed in these communities and impact
the environmental ENPs fate. Noticeably, mechanisms of cell
toxicity resistance to ENPs will differ from one microorganism
to the other, as is the case of E. coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
exposed to nano-Ag (Saleh et al., 2015), or even among two
different strains of the same bacteria, such as E. coli MG1655 and
W3110 exposed to ZnO-NPs (Gelabert et al., 2015). This suggests
the existence of numerous metabolic pathways, potentially
generating the extracellular release of a variety of substances.
Nevertheless, whereas NPs impact on biofilms viability and
toxicity have been extensively studied, only a few articles focus
on ENPs effects on microbial biofilms functioning. Exposure
to photocatalytic ENPs (CdS, TiO2 , Fe2 O3 ) result in different
adaptations in peryphitic biofilms (Zhu et al., 2019). While no
decrease in biomass, chlorophyll content and ATPase activity
were detected, a significant increase in EPS production and
secretion of superoxide dismutase have been observed. The
microbial community is also evolving due to an increase in
the proportion of phototrophic and high nutrient metabolic
microorganisms. Such an evolution in microbial community
composition was also shown for periphytic biofilms exposed to
nano-TiO2 , with an increase in the abundance of denitrifying
bacteria (Zhu et al., 2018a) and a significant production of
EPS enriched in proteins. Exposure to nano-TiO2 and nanoCeO2 also lead to changes in bacteria consortium for surficial
sediment microbial communities, with an observed inhibition
of microbial-mediated oxygen consumption, and strong changes
in local redox state (Miao et al., 2018). Nano-CdS have been
shown to induce an increase in overall metabolic activity (ATPase
activity), and to stimulate EPS production (Zhu et al., 2018b),
while exposure to nano-CuO resulted in the production of
polysaccharides-rich loosely bound-EPS (Hou et al., 2015).
Interestingly, the production or inhibition of key molecules
that could modify ENPs speciation were also reported.
S. oneidensis MR-1 biofilms exposed to nano-TiO2 showed
an increased production of riboflavin (Maurer-Jones et al., 2013).
This molecule is related to metal reduction capacity in bacteria,
accounting for approximately 75% of extracellular electron
transfer to insoluble substrates by S. oneidensis (Kotloski and
Gralnick, 2013). Similarly, a riboflavin production was reported
for planktonic S. oneidensis exposed to lithium nickel manganese
cobalt oxide nanosheets (Mitchell et al., 2019), whereas nano-Fe
oxide did not induce any increase in riboflavin expression
(Buchman et al., 2019). The production of pyoverdine, an
important siderophore exhibiting a high affinity for Fe, was
shown to be inhibited following exposure to nano-CuO on
Pseudomonas chlororaphis 06 (Dimkpa et al., 2012), or to
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LONG-TERM FATE OF ENPs IN
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT: THE
MESOCOSM APPROACH
As stated previously, microbial biofilms control to high extents
the environmental fate of ENPs. Most studies devoted to these
questions of biofilm-ENPs interactions focus on model systems,
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gum Arabic-coated Ag ENPs were rapidly removed from the
water column at the same conditions through deposition or
dissolution of the particles and subsequent binding of ions to
plant or biofilm on the sediment surfaces (Bone et al., 2012;
Unrine et al., 2012).
Macrophytes,
surficial
sediments
and
associated
microorganisms were often reported as two major sinks for
ENPs. Regarding aquatic plants, studies reported extensive
change in the speciation of ENMs following their adsorption or
internationalization by aquatic plants. For instance, the majority
of nano-Au introduced in freshwater mesocosms (outdoor,
300 L volume, 180 d exposure) were found associated to the
biofilm growing on Egeria densa, where the totality of Au was
complexed with cyanide (43 ± 8%), hydroxide (38 ± 4%)
and thiol (19 ± 4%) ligands (Avellan et al., 2018). The driving
biodissolution mechanism was the Au oxidation and subsequent
complexation with cyanide [Au(CN)2 − ], produced as secondary
metabolites by the microbiome in the periphyton associated
with leaves. The displacement of CN ligands by S-R groups,
led to the formation of soluble thiol-Au species such as [R-SAu-CN]− or [R-S2 -Au]− complexes. These complexes were
stable at the environmental physico-chemical conditions tested
and likely represent major transformation pathways for other
redox active ENPs. Stegemeier et al. (2017) also investigated
the speciation of nano-Ag and -Cu in wetland mesocosms
(outdoor, 400 L volume, 270 d exposure). Ag(0) ENPs added to
the ecosystem were found in the plant tissues as Ag(0), Ag2 S,
and Ag bound to thiol whereas major transformation products
for Cu ENPs were identified in Cu–O–R and Cu–S–R. Such
products differed from those measured in the surrounding
sediments compartment and the authors suggested that plants
natural defense, such as glutathione, may play an important
role. Similarly, in freshwater pond mesocosms contaminated
with Ce ENPs, metals speciation and redox reactions were
associated with the benthic (micro)biota activity and were not
measured in the surrounding natural matrices (Tella et al.,
2014). A protein storage mechanism for Cu ENPs was also
proposed to explain the transformation of Cu(OH)2 nanopesticide in Cu-S, and Cu-O/N-R products in plant tissues
(Avellan et al., 2020). Changes in the redox state following
interactions with the micro-organisms/macrophytes systems
were also observed for CeO2 ENPs, where up to 57% of the
pristine Ce(IV) atoms were reduced to Ce(III). In this case, the
degree of reduction was observed to increase at decreasing ENPs
size, likely due to an intrinsic higher reactivity of the smaller
ENPs and their greater association with reducing microbes
(Geitner et al., 2018).
These studies, conducted in complex realistic systems, confirm
the important impact exerted by microbial biofilms toward
ENPs fate, and allow investigating their role among the
different reactive environmental compartments. However, it
must be noted that although mesocosms experiments were able
to provide comprehensive data regarding mid-term/long-term
ENPs (bio)transformation in realistic environmental conditions,
these strategies were seldom applied in environmental fate
studies, in comparison with standard methodologies (e.g., singlespecies ecotoxicity tests) (Bour et al., 2015). Nonetheless, similar

providing invaluable information regarding the associated
processes at the biofilm scale. However, these approaches lack the
complexity of natural settings as well as the intricate interplay
between the different environmental compartments. As such,
in complement to these small-scale studies, more integrative
approaches are required that evaluate the biofilms impact in
global environmental systems.
Understanding the long-term fate and biotransformation of
ENPs in the environment is challenging due to the complexity
of the bio-physical-chemical interactions within natural
systems including aggregation and sorption of (in)organic
substances, oxidation and reduction, as well as ecological
factors such as interacting organisms [e.g., microorganisms,
(in)vertebrates, plants, fungi], trophic levels present (e.g.,
primary producer, primary consumer, secondary consumer)
and trophic and transgenerational transfer potentials (Auffan
et al., 2009). Taking into account this complexity requires a
diverse collection of expertise, including but not limited to
physical chemistry, (micro)biology, and ecology. Particularly
well-suited experimental units with which to engage such
multidisciplinary teams are mesocosms, that consist in mediumsize replicated ecosystems (Crossland and La Point, 1992;
Shaw and Kennedy, 1996; Food and Agriculture Organization,
2009). Mesocosms experiments can be designed to mimic
any ecological scenarios of exposure (Auffan et al., 2019) and
in the scope of ENP studies, have been defined as indoor
or outdoor experimental systems containing a portion of
the natural environment which is (i) self–sustaining once
set up and acclimatized without any additional input of
nutrients or resources, and (ii) that allows monitoring of
all (or the maximum of) input and output parameters to
measure changes in the environment, and in the concentration
and speciation of ENPs over time, space, and ecosystem
compartments (Figure 4).
This set of information is used to discern the kinetics of
(bio)transformation, (bio)distribution and impacts of the ENPs
to better inform studies on their fate and modeling of their
environmental risks. Biotransformation of the ENPs exerted
by micro-organisms, as well as macro-organisms, is one of
the main drivers of the ENPs fate and impacts on the longterm. For instance, sulfidation in the sediments is a major
transformation pathway for ENPs such as Ag and Cu, that
are enhanced by the activity of microbial consortia as the
modulation of anoxic/anaerobic conditions in soils/sediments,
or also the release of exudates and organic material during
metabolism, respiration or death (e.g., Bone et al., 2012; Lowry
et al., 2012). Such a release of exudates by microbial biofilms
and macro-organisms is important in inducing dissolution,
homo- and hetero-aggregation, and by modulating their toxic
effects on the mid- to long-term, as presented previously in
this review. Although the formation of bio-corona shortly
after introduction in mesocosms governed the persistency of
ENPs in the water column (Espinasse et al., 2018), this will
depend on the size and surface properties of the pristine ENPs
(Unrine et al., 2012; Geitner et al., 2018). For instance, PVP
coated Ag ENPs were colloidally stabilized by plant-derived
and biofilm-derived dissolved organic matter. On the contrary,
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FIGURE 4 | Major ENPs (bio)transformation pathways observed in aquatic mesocosms studies.

understand the behavior of nano–products over the long term in
realistic environments.

approaches are needed in order to investigate ENPs fate and
effects that could not be observed in less complex systems,
with shorter exposure periods and at higher ENPs doses
(Avellan et al., 2018). These advantages can help investigating
ENPs ecological processes at a higher level of complexity,
and with regard to microbiota and biofilms. They can also
help defining the role played by these microbial communities
for ENPs fate in complex ecosystem submitted to realistic
environmental exposure conditions. Mesocosms also offer many
strengths when evaluating ecological hazards and could be
seen as alternative testing strategies (ATS) for complementing
existing procedures in the environmental risk assessment of ENPs
(Hjorth et al., 2017). By simultaneously creating representative
conditions for environmental transformation and ecosystem
exposure, mesocosm platforms facilitate the integration of
reliable exposure and hazard data into an environmental risk
assessment framework. As a next step, mesocosms could also
be used to study ENPs release from nano–enabled products
(e.g., cement, paint, stains, diesel additives) throughout their
life cycle, especially during their uses and their end of life.
This could contribute to the development of nano–enabled
products, which are safer by design, as well as innovative
applications. Future aging protocols used to estimate the impact
of such nano–enabled products should eventually be based on
realistic exposure scenarios taking into account illumination,
rainfall, temperature variation, leaching in biotic conditions.
Mesocosms are, and will remain extremely useful on our way to
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BIO-MEDIATED FORMATION AND
STOCK OF INCIDENTAL NPs IN THE
ENVIRONMENT: THE CASE OF ZnS NPs
If biofilms are key environmental compartments affecting
the fate of ENPs, they are also able to generate NPs from
secondary precipitation of metal(oid)s within their thickness,
thus favoring and enhancing metal(loid)s immobilization in
environmental systems. For instance, bacteria can release
inorganic phosphates (Jarosławiecka and Piotrowska-Seget,
2014) that can be extracellularly trapped into the biofilm
structure, and induce metal-bearing phosphate precipitation
such as pyromorphite [Pb5 (PO4 )3 (OH,Cl)] (Templeton et al.,
2003b), HUO2 PO4 (Finlay et al., 1999), or Cr(III)-phosphates
(Nancharaiah et al., 2010). The dynamics of secondary minerals
formation can also be strongly modified on short time scales,
along with changes in micro-environments physico-chemical
conditions. This has been reported for S. oneidensis MR1
biofilms simultaneously exposed to lead and molybdenum. In
this case, although thermodynamics calculations predicted the
formation of wulfenite (PbMoO4 ) only, a fast precipitation
of nanoscale pyromorphite crystals was observed in hot
spots distributed within the biofilm thickness, while wulfenite
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Crystallite size of ZnS formed in OW was estimated around 3 nm
using X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (Formentini et al., 2017; Le
Bars et al., 2018). This is consistent with the identification of 2.5–
7.5 nm ZnS in digested sewage sludge by Transmission Electron
Microscopy (Kim et al., 2014). Interestingly, these particles
transformed within months during composting (Donner et al.,
2011; Lombi et al., 2012; Le Bars et al., 2018) or after land
application (Formentini et al., 2017). These results suggest a high
reactivity of bio-mediated ZnS NPs compared to micrometer
ZnS analog which are stable over years in soils (Robson et al.,
2014). The high reactivity of ZnS NPs formed in OW could be
related to their small size. Indeed, Gilbert et al. (2004) highlighted
contracted interatomic distances (1%) for ZnS NPs of this range
of size (3.4 nm) compared to their bulk analog. Such structural
disorder can increase NP surface reactivity (Yang et al., 2016)
and enhance ZnS dissolution. A better understanding of potential
impacts of ZnS NPs transformation on the ecosystem and in
particular on cultivated lands is needed.

production was observed only after 7 days of exposure to
lead (Couasnon et al., 2019). Another example concerns SulfateReducing bacteria (SRB), mentioned before, that are known to
play a major role in the precipitation of metal sulfide minerals
through the reduction of sulfate to sulfide. Sulfides (mostly
as HS- at neutral pH) readily precipitate with soft metals
to form metal sulfides. Among the variety of bio-mediated
NPs formed from anthropic metal(oid)s sources (also called
incidental NPs), the case of ZnS NPs is a good example, relatively
well-documented, and will be presented here as a case-study.
As such, several examples are reported including ZnS NPs
generated in abandoned mine sites, contaminated sediments
and organic wastes.

Bio-Mediated Formation of ZnS-NPs in
Contaminated Sites
Banfield’s group has been a pioneer in the discovery of ZnS
NPs formed by SRB in abandoned tunnels and drainage
system of the Piquette Pb-Zn mine in southwest Wisconsin
(Labrenz et al., 2000; Druschel et al., 2002; Labrenz and
Banfield, 2004; Moreau et al., 2004). ZnS NPs biofilm
concentration was found to be about 106 times that of
associated groundwater (Labrenz et al., 2000). ZnS NPs of
the order of 3–5 nm, mostly sphalerite, were observed within
micron-sized spheroids. The authors proposed that the spheroids
were induced by microbially derived extracellular proteins,
which potentially plays an important role in limiting NP
dispersion in natural environments (Moreau et al., 2007).
These proteins can interact with ZnS during and after their
formation. Indeed, thiol containing compounds play a key role
to limit ZnS NPs aggregation and was hypothesized to be a
key factor contributing to their persistence in the environment
(Lau and Hsu-Kim, 2008).
In another context, the formation of ZnS NPs in a variety
of organic waste (OW) has long been overlooked. The main
reason lies in the fact that extreme precaution should be given for
sampling and storage of samples before their analyses to avoid
change in Zn speciation (Le Bars et al., 2018). OWs, used as a
fertilizer for crops in many countries, is a major source of input
of NPs in the environment. While several studies investigated
ENPs accumulation and transformation in wastewater sludges,
it has recently been shown that a considerable amount of ZnS
NPs was non-intentionally produced in a variety of OWs. Among
them, sewage sludge and livestock manures used as amendment
have relatively high concentrations of Zn (40–4000 mg.kg−1 )
(Alburquerque et al., 2012; Romeo et al., 2014; Zirkler et al.,
2014; Alvarenga et al., 2015). Zn in OW is mostly anthropogenic.
For example, high Zn concentrations in livestock manures are
explained by important quantities of Zn added in animal feed
compared to their ability to assimilate it (Legros et al., 2010).
Nanosized ZnS is a major Zn species in raw liquid OWs and in
anaerobically digested OWs (Le Bars et al., 2018). The reductive
conditions combined with high sulfur content in these systems
are a favorable environment for SRB (Santegoeds et al., 1999;
Tang et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2008). Therefore, it is likely that
these ZnS NPs are formed because of sulfide release by SRB.
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Structural Properties of Biogenic ZnS
NPs
It seems that SRB-induced ZnS NPs are bigger than ZnS-NPs
formed in abiotic systems at similar conditions (Peltier et al.,
2011; da Costa et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2016; Eskelsen et al.,
2018). It could be explained by the progressive production of
sulfide by SRB leading to a lower saturation index, since a
lower saturation index favors particle growth (Mersmann, 1999).
In the same way, ligands either initially present in the culture
media, or produced metabolites by bacteria, could bind to Zn,
thus lowering the saturation index. However, factors controlling
the size of biogenic ZnS NPs are not clear and would require
further investigation.
Biogenic ZnS NPs tend to exhibit structural defects. Indeed,
Xu et al. (2016) showed stacking faults and twins on the (111) face
of biogenic ZnS NPs, the only polar face, i.e., prone to interact
with polar molecules such as water, phospholipids head or amino
acids. This suggests that surface interaction with surrounding
compounds influences ZnS NPs structure. Eskelsen et al. (2018)
also observed structural defaults (twins) on the (111) face of
biogenic ZnS NPs, to a lower extent because of the unfavorable
particles’s orientation. The authors detected carbon traces in
biogenic ZnS NPs aggregates and assumed a microbial metabolite
interaction with ZnS NPs.
However, the effect of structural defects on their reactivity
is unclear. For hematite NPs, Echigo et al. (2012) have shown
that surface defects enhance their dissolution. Regarding ZnS
NPs, Xu et al. (2016) highlighted by electronic microscopy that
biogenic ZnS NPs dissolution starts where the structural defects
are observed. Also, Eskelsen et al. (2018) have calculated a higher
surface energy for biogenic ZnS NPs, compared with the abiotic
ones, suggesting a higher reactivity. In contrast, smaller abiotic
ZnS NPs have a higher available specific surface area for oxidative
dissolution. Despite the gathered information regarding their
properties, further investigations are needed to evaluate biotic
influence on ZnS NPs reactivity, in order to predict their fate
when released in the environment.
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question of important environmental significance that needs
further investigations.
ENPs are also submitted to speciation changes in
biofilms. They can experience dissolution, either mediated
by strong complexing ligands produced by microorganisms
(siderophores, cysteine-containing molecules) or redox
conditions, as well as changes in local physico-chemical
properties in microenvironments. Passivation mechanisms
can also happen through the precipitation of an inert
secondary mineral layer, as well as through ENPs stabilization
following the interactions with organic ligands from
the EPS matrix. Finally, exposure to toxic ENPs can
trigger a response from micro-organisms in biofilms (for
instance riboflavin production), which in turn has the
potential to strongly impact the ENPs fate within these
microbial structures.
Mesocosms-based approaches allow to consider biofilms
activity in complex ecosystems, in some ways similar to the
environment, and submitted to realistic exposure conditions.
As such, these approaches are extremely valuable to better
constrain the role of microbial biofilms for ENPs fate,
and certainly need to be developed for future research
devoted to that topic.
Finally, the case of nano-ZnS shows that biofilms can also
synthesize NPs in man-impacted systems. This raises important
questions regarding the impact of such processes on a global NPs
cycling in natural systems. However, these questions have been
largely overlooked and certainly require further investigation.
Some other important points deserve direct attention.
First, the general lack of established standardized protocols
strongly limits inter-comparison between studies whether at
the small-scale or in larger systems. Then, even if considering
single-species biofilm as a model system provides important
advantages to investigate complex mechanisms of interaction
between ENPs and biofilms, this approach presents also
some limitations. Natural biofilms function as important
microbial consortia that usually include a high variety of
strains. To that perspective, efforts should be conducted
to investigate more realistic multi-species biofilms. Also,
metagenomic approaches could help understanding the dynamic
role of the different microbial communities and metabolisms
in biofilms, and the complex interplay among them, during
their interactions with ENPs. Finally, a vast majority of
the studies compiled in this review were focused on the
interactions between ENPs and bacteria biofilms. Nevertheless,
in the environment, fungi and archaea play also important
roles, and more studies should investigate their ability to
impact ENPs cycling.

Biogenic ZnS NPs: An Underestimated
Stock in the Environment That Needs
Further Investigation
Although biofilms have been identified as a key compartment
governing in part the environmental fate of ENPs, it also
hosts favorable conditions for the formation of biogenic NPs
in particular from anthropic metal(oid)s inputs. The latter
is clearly overlooked despite concentrations that can reach
the orders of magnitude of the expected ENPs environmental
release. As an example, the concentrations of ZnS NPs
observed in the studies described above are up to 4 orders
of magnitudes higher than the predicted concentrations of
ZnO ENPs in soils, sediments and biosolids (about 0.1, 0.1,
and 10–100 mg.kg−1 , respectively) (Gottschalk et al., 2013).
Indeed, although ZnO ENPs was shown to transform into
ZnS NPs in wastewater treatment plants (Ma et al., 2013,
2014), a large variety of other Zn sources can potentially be
transformed into ZnS NPs within biofilms. In this regard, better
understanding of biomediated formation of NPs in biofilms
needs further attention in particular when associated with
anthropic activities that potentially affect biofilm and therefore
NPs stabilities. It includes the use of OW as amendments or
sediment dredging for example that in both cases involve strong
physico-chemical changes (e.g., oxidation) that can potentially
release significant amounts of free Zn with unknown effects
for ecosystems. Thus, in addition to the control they exert
on ENPs fate, biofilms can also become secondary sources
of NPs release in the environment, showing the central role
these microbial structures are likely to play in general NPs
cycling. However, numerous questions remain opened that
deserve further investigation in order to better constrain their
environmental impact.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This review highlights the central role played by biofilms
regarding ENPs fate in the environment. In details, these
microbial structures exert a control on ENPs cycling at multiple
levels, by exhibiting relatively high retention capacities and by
enforcing ENPs transformations. Accumulation and migration
properties within biofilms are governed by a combination
of key parameters, including biofilm density, ENPs size and
surface properties, creation of electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions, mineral substrate reactivity, and formation of
aggregates within the biofilm thickness. Interestingly, the
effects of some of these key parameters remain poorly
defined despite evidence of their strong impact on ENPs
accumulation and transport within biofilms. This is for instance
the case of mineral substrates, on which biofilms develop,
that are likely to exhibit strong complexation capacity toward
ENPs. In addition, given the relatively high accumulation
capacities of biofilms, these microbial structures could be
considered as secondary sources of ENPs and products of
ENPs transformations, able to release them gradually in
ENPs-free pore waters. This problematic remains an open
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